Subcutaneous Needle Sets (SNS) Impact Patients Undergoing
Subcutaneous Immunoglobulin (SCIg) Treatments
Background
Optimal SCIg treatment depends on selection of SNS and the
entire infusion technology used. Electric constant flow systems
(CFS) will increase pressure as needed to maintain the flow rate
which can create a risk of high pressure forcing immunoglobulin
into the dermal layers producing an infusion-site reaction.
Constant pressure systems (CPS) operate at safer and
considerably lower pressure which for an optimal performance
requires low resistance SNS with consistent flow output to
deliver high viscosity products at high flow rates.
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The gauge number only speaks to the outside
diameter, but it is actually the inner diameter
that effects the flow resistance.

The laminar flow rate capacity of the high flow 26G needle
is 335% greater compared to the 27G.

Even flow in multi-sets:

Purpose
Determine important parameters for selection of SNS with CPS
for SCIg infusions. Investigate needle tip design, gauge, flow
resistance and evenness of flow in multi-site sets, and type of
dressing to optimize infusion results.

Special luer design for dependable,
equalized flow to every needle.

Needle site dressing:
Clear, non-irritating, infusion-site dressing
allows for easy monitoring while securing needle in place.
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Results
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tip:
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Literature review on needle configuration and pain was
performed. Available on the market SNS were compared. Flow
measurements were made with bench testing comparing flow
and pressure performance in a variety of different gauges and
configurations. Patient studies were undertaken with groups
of 30 and 58 patients using high flow 26 gauge SNS.

Conclusion

The CPS with a 26 gauge, low resistance SNS, can administrate
20% immunoglobulin at a flow rate exceeding 37ml/hr at a
very low 13.5 psi (0.93 bar) pressure. Literature findings on subcutaneous injection pain shows it is associated with bluntness
of the needle tip but is not related to the needle diameter in the
range of 26 – 28 gauge sizes. 29 out of the 30 patients who
previously had used a different SNS reported less pain on insertion
with the 26 gauge tricuspid needle tip. They also reported
improved flow rate with shorter administration times when no
other parameters were changed. Evaluation from 58 patients
using the same SNS demonstrated that 94% find it very easy to
grip the wings and place the needle, 85% use the transparent
dressing supplied and 99% find it easy to activate the needle
protection after use.

The optimum SNS in a CPS is the 26 gauge SNS which deliver
high flow rates at the lowest pressures. It also provides improved
tolerability, consistency and even flow to each needle in a
multi-set. The tricuspid tip design seems to minimize tissue
damage and pain. The wing design allows easy placement of
the needle and easy activation of the needle-protective cover.
The transparent cover dressing secures the SNS in place and
allows for easy removal after completion of infusion.
Satisfaction rate of the 26 gauge SNS was 95%.

26G high flow is the SNS of choice
26G

CPS with use of 26G high flow SNS:
• Administers Ig at high flow rates
• Special luer design for equalized flow to multiple
infusion-sites
• Maintains constant low, safe pressure, allowing for
immediate response if tissue saturation occurs.
• Continuous improvement cycle can be created
30 Patient Survey
• 29 of 30 patients reported less pain
on insertion with tricuspid needle
• Improved flow rate
• Shorter infusion times
• Improved infusion site outcomes

58 Patient Survey
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• 94% found it easy to grip
and insert needles
• 85% use the transparent dressing supplied
• 99% found safety closure feature easy to use
• 95% satisfaction rate with the 26 gauge SNS

Optimum gauge for
delivery of high flow
rates at lowest pressures.

Wing design allows
for easy placement
and activation of
safety feature.

Tricuspid tip design
for minimal tissue
damage and pain.

Clear dressing
secures needle in
place comfortably,
allows for monitoring
and is easy to remove.
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